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Kiranavs
super- market

With the entry of modern supermarkets in
India, are kitana stores ready to realign their
business in the new competitive market?

RAKASH Lal Sikri was entering
his Joy General Stores after six
years, to work. Last evening it
had become apparent to him
that continued retirement was
not yet on the horizon for him.
Six years ago, at the behest of

his guru, he had donned the mantle of re-
tirement, handing over the reins of his
four general stores around Delhi to his
sons Prithvi and Tarun. Thereafter, he only
visited the stores, sat around, watched the
activities, offered counsel when asked,
drank a cup of tea, and left for home.

Then, three years ago his younger son
Tarun, more educated (and aggressive) in the
new ways that were breaking free in India, de-
clared it was not possible to work together with
his brother. On his guru's advise, Bapu, as Sikri was
known, split the business between the two sons.
Prithvi got the four stores, while Tarun took his share in
cash and invested in a franchise of a reputed supermar-
ket. That straightaway upset the family, which saw the move
as a desire to compete with the family business. Well, almost
immediately, Tarun's Grocer Point store was picking up better
rates and terms than Bapu's stores had ever managed, despite
having been in retail for over 30 years.

Bapu could not understand this. If anything, with the market
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declining, he wondered how a bigger, more ex-
pensive store could be more viable. Maybe
Tarun was making a mistake? But Tarun ex-
plained the numbers: "Grocery Point is plan-
ning some 70 stores in Delhi over the next three
years. Each will be selling the equivalent of 10
kirana stores. Now if a kirana buys 20 cases,
Grocery Point will be buying 70 times as much,
which equals 1,400 cases, which from HLL or
P&G'spoint of view is equivalent to 700 kiranas
at one go. Maybe its distributor covers 600 ki-
ranas, so the first thing the manufacturer will
do would be to consider the supermarket as a
distributor, which means supplying at the dis-
tributor rate, which is 3-5 per cent cheaper than
the retailer's. Second, as the supermarket grows bigger and be-
comes more and more of a 'key account' to the manufacturer, the
former will start getting other 'exclusive' advantages, could be ex-
tended credit, could be exclusive packaging (such as a 7.5 kg atta
packet made to be sold only through supermarkets), tailor-made
delivery schedule to make the supermarket's inventory leaner (as
opposed to a regular weekly visit to the kiranai, etc. It's all a ques-
tion of the relative scales of the manufacturer and the retailer,
which determine the relative bargaining power between the two."

Bapu nodded, taking in the numbers. But he asked: "OK, so
this benefits companies and manufacturers, but how does the

consumer gain?" To that, Tarun said: "Easy no, Bapu! IfHLL,
P&Gand the others don't have to go through distributors,

then Grocery Point operates like a distributor, since it
buys as much! So it gets the distributor rate too. For

manufacturers, this is an opportunity to eradicate
the intermediaries, and reduce the cost and ineffi-
ciencies in the product reaching Grocery Point di-
rectly. The cost saving is critical, as every rupee
saved matters in a competitive world, and part of
what has been saved can be shared with the cus-
tomer. That's our USP! The efficiency part is
equally important, as in due course, Grocery
Point's offtakes, buying patterns, etc., will make
it easier for these companies to plan and fore-
cast their supply!"

But Prithvi continued to worry about the
family's image in the kirana community. While
Bapu tried to comfort him, he wondered about
his own family's unity. Modern trade, as Tarun
called it, did not suit family unity. Bapu tried to

be calm, and talked to Prithvi: "Tarun isn't doing
badly. Besides, the family's image does not come

just from business conduct, but also from our per-
sonal conduct. Times are changing and we cannot

hang on to old practices." Prithvi was not sure, he
said: "I don't know about you Bapu, but do you know he

is talking to Teffer to set up a company-owned store for
them? The moment that happens, Teffer will sell cheaper

in its own store and then no retailer will stock Teffer! Has
Tarun thought about all this?"
Trying to bring peace, Bapu said: "The next time Teffer's sales-

man comes, call me; we will check this idea with him before Tarun
invests. In any case, why panic? His Grocery Point is doing quite
well,I don't think he will give it up easily." But Prithvi wasn't inter-
ested in that. "I am concerned about the success of our General
Stores.Even if Grocery Point sets up 10 stores, conflict to hoga hi
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Bapu!"
The country is growing, Prithvi," said Bapu.

"Smaller towns are becoming bigger, people are
watching TV; so demand will increase. More
new opportunities come up for us to sell, and
the same for others too! Sab ke liye kuch to
hogar' Prithivi could understand increase in
opportunity, but he argued that what Tarun was
doing was jumping in to snatch away business
from the kirana community, which had been
the country's lifeline for 100 years! But Bapu
said: "Supermarket is an English word for an
opportunist, as you call it. But there have al-
ways been these intermediaries who have
jumped in to make a business out of bridging

gaps! Why apne hi ghar mein dekho; our fields in Raipur produce
onions; Kaku sells them for Rs 3 a kilo. And how much do we sell it
for in our stores? Rs 12? So see how many 'super-jumpers' there
are in between? There would be at least four or five (if not more)
intermediaries who are taking advantage of this 'abnormal' value
addition, which is neither in the interest ofthe consumer, who is
paying an artificially higher price, nor the producer, who is getting
a pittance! The difference is that these are self-appointed oppor-
tunists, whereas your HLL and P&G create this opportunity and
appoint C&F agents, wholesalers and distributors, who together
have a huge advantage in bargaining power.

"And what Tarun is doing is no different, he saw an opportunity
and is taking advantage. I saw his numbers, beta; bahut dimaag
lagaaya hai!"

hen, quickly changing subjects, Bapu said: "It will get only
more competitive. Don't we already have competition, and
aren't we doing well despite that? In our own area, see how
many other kirana stores there are! Last year that Food-
shoppe opened, selling fresh foods, dairy products and

health products; then that cake shop has more bakery stuff than
us - and all of us are competing for the same shopper's wallet!
Khushi manao that the shopper's wallet is getting bigger and
deeper; that is why we are all able to co-exist."

"Co-exist?" asked Prithvi. "Wait till GP sets up an outlet here,
then we will all be at each other's throats, we will be fighting even
the cake shop and Foodshoppe!"

Bapu nodded. But he said: "Look, the consumer's needs won't
change, no? So, in effect, we will all be meeting the same cus-
tomers' same needs. Yes, we will have to create competitive ad-
vantage - could be freshness, could be service, could be trust.
Think about all this."

Prithvi shook his head: "Do all that, but can it match Grocery
Point's pricing? How do our General Stores, Foodshoppe, Royal
Stores, Cake Shop ... how do we create price advantage when we
are all nearly the same size? Bapu, it's not about competition any-
more. Today it's turning into conflict, because soon Grocery Point
is going to get preferential treatment from the companies."

And as Prithvi went on to explain, Bapu began to see his view-
point. "Competition kaho ya conflict, baat ek hi hai' He said fi-
nally: "Even if the companies have to give this preference, I see
that these huge supermarkets come with economic advantages,
which we don't have. To kya karent"

Prithvi, being closer to the retail business the last six years, had
seen the slump in market growth for the FMCGs. Explaining this,
he said: "Maamla gambhir hai Bapu. FMCG market growth rates
used to be 15-20 per cent per annum five years back; now it's
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down to 4-5 per cent. HLLused to double its turnover in five years,
and now it is struggling hard to grow! Therefore, when the market
was growing by 15-20 per cent, even if we lost 5 per cent of sales to
new kiranas in our locality, we were still getting 10 per cent. But
today when the market is growing only by 4 per cent or 5 per cent,
if we lose even 5 per cent to a fancy self-help store like Big Bazar,
we are at zero! Chalo, woh bhi theek hai. But if Grocery Point
comes here, it will take away 10 per cent. Then? In a growing mar-
ket competition achcha bhi lagta hai. But in a slow market, every
move is a conflict of interest."

Bapu grew thoughtful. He said: "It won't be so easy, Prithvi. Ex-
amine the numbers. Our costs are quite low compared to that of
the newer stores. It will take a lot for us to become unprofitable,
you know that. Prithvi, setting up a supermarket is going to be fi-
nancially tough in big metros like Delhi and Mumbai, where real
estate cost is high. And they are looking at 6,000 sq. ft. minimum.
Risky hai beta!They will manage three or four, but not more.

"Dhyan se dekho! Our fixed costs are next to nothing. We are sit-
ting tenants of our properties for over 75 years, so our rental cost is
nothing. Neither do we have a huge staff, no computer, no AC,dis-
play nahi, music nahi, all our shelves are paid by the companies.
Forget all this, even if we are losing 5 per cent to some new kirana
it's still small; we have real sustaining power. But yes, it's time to
think deeply. How do we recover that 5 per cent by having one
computer, thoda relationship banao customers ke saath, diwali pe
gift bhejo, convert to self-help format, thoda category increase
karo..."

All this was very well, but Prithvi was still disturbed. Younger
and closer to the wrath of the new market, he was interacting with
daily, he saw the conflicts more clearly. Until Tarun had moved
out, the concept of a supermarket taking over the market had not
even shown on his horizon; at best they were self-help stores and
many he knew had converted their store formats. But GP was go-
ing to be 70 stores! Unlike Bapu, Prithvi knew this would happen.
He could not kid himself.

As luck would have it, the next morning at 8 a.m., his first cus-
tomer was Leena Goyal. Now Leena followed this pattern of leav-
ing her list of groceries on her way to work and Prithvi would as-
semble her bag and send it to her house by 9 p.m. Today a
distraught Prithvi almost rebuked her: "Why are you wasting your
time with us? Nowadays everyone is buying at supermarkets-
aap kyon nahijaatei"

Said Leena: "It's okay on weekends, but who has the time? And
so stressful too! Kitna planning kama padta hail First arrange for
the car, the time and day, full shopping list and audit ofinventory
at home; phir husband &.etsirritated because he has to drive me.
God forbid if I forget one thing, to sunna padega! Then, of
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course, the parking! Where is the space? Upar se bachche, unko
control karo, or they keep hurrying you. How do I hurry? You
know, ekVim lene sepehle bhi, we women want to think a lot! Kitne
variants hain aajkal. And leave all that, have you seen the queues
at the checkout? Yato computer fail ho jaata hai, or the lady can't
find the product code. After all that, you carry the heavy bags
yourself and hunt for your husband and kids in the heat? Nahi re
baba! I wonder why so many like shopping at supermarkets!"
Prithvi was pleased. He asked: "So what do you think, will people
move over to supermarket shopping and we kiranas will have to
shut down? That's what worries me!"

lena,as it happened, was an area sales manager at Keflo In-
dia, a medium-sized FMCG multinational. Hence she un-
derstood Prithivi's anxiety well. "Dekho Prithvi, kirana can-
not ever go away! If we look at an average family, there are
our kinds of products that they usually buy: 'unplanned'

products which are needed when unique situations arise -
guests come in and you have to serve coke and chips, elaichi for
the pulao, etc. And then products which have run out before they
should - butter, jam, atta, etc., and sometimes even high-value
items like detergent, sanitary napkins that run out too. Then there
are 'planned expensive' products where discounts can save a few
tens of rupees; for those, these big marts are good. Consumers
consciously check for discounts and prices and buy in bulk be-
cause the visit is planned once a month.

But the problem with this is, you end up carrying inventory at
home. Sometimes people buy for more than a month at a time-
if the offer is great - even if they don't need the product! It's okay
for people in big homes, but not for people living in apartments!

"The third is 'low shelf -Iife' products which' are consumed on
the day they are bought - milk, bread, eggs, etc. One can't dream
of stocking this stuff due to the low-shelflife of these products and
the need for 'freshness'. And the fourth is 'high-value personal
products' -like cosmetics and skin-care products. Especially if
being tried out the first time, people need to buy the latest from an
authorised outlet.

So, for items in the first and third categories, it has to be the
friendly neighbourhood grocer; he is so less stressful, he remem-
bers what jam I usually order, I don't have to explain - what brand,
what flavour, what pack size. Why, you even tell me to take the
Lime Cinthol if it has a better offer than the usual Liri!!Aur dekho
na, here I will just give you the list and you will deliver it for me. So
finally in metro cities, only the kirana can survive!"

Prithvi was pleased; that evening Leena got a Cinthol Lime soap
and a bar of Cadbury free in her bag of groceries. But it also got

Leena thinking; she had gotten into the mind of an anxious re-
tailer with a location that would suit her company, she

mused.
A few days later Tarun's partner at Grocery
Point, Vilas Pai, came home for dinner. While

Prithvi chose to be silent, Bapu watched the
two young men talk and interact. Till date,
no company executive had visited his store,
save the area salesman, and once in four or
six months, the area sales head. Today, lis-
tening to Tarun and Vilas's exchange, he be-
gan to see seriousness and sophistication in

their dealings. Vilas was keen to convert
Prithvi into taking on a franchise too, saying:

"You will find that the moment the stockist and
distributor are elirninated from your life, selling ac-
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tually becomes enjoyable! In our business, we have
company senior executives and sales managers
visiting us regularly because they see our store
as a means to come closer to the end con-
sumer.

"Why, we don't even have to yield to the
stockist's push, neither do we have to hang on
to unsold stock. Companies cannot push you
to stock what you think will not sell or move
fast.... So Prithvi bhai, think about GP!"

Meanwhile, wheels were churning at Keflo
India where Leena worked. Over lunch, she told
Abraham Verghese, the general manager (sales),
about her encounter with Prithvi.

"I see a lot in this, Abe," she said. "He is no run-of-the-
mill shopkeeper. He is intelligent, sharp and raring to go.We have
been talking about setting up a company-owned store for a year
now. I think Prithvi's store has a good location, and we could do
our pilot there; alternatively, we could even interest him with a
project for his property in Noida. That might actually work bet-
ter."

Abraham grinned. "Why should he want to consider anything
like this when his stores are doing so well? Even so, Noida sounds
good if Prithvi will come in as manager for a salary plus commis-
sion. Anyway, discuss it with the Operation Keflo Store (OKS)
team, and with CEO Mathur; see what they think."

Leena needed that push; she spoke to Mathur and he was
pleased. "Check him out, check him out; leave no stone unturned.
His location sounds good to me; maybe that will push us faster
into acting on that plan. But do it soon," said Mathur. Leena
agreed. It seemed to her that Prithvi would agree, especially if she
could gently show him how the company-owned store idea would
blunt the edge of these new supermarkets.

"Iwant to propose an idea to you," she told Prithvi when she
met him a few days later. "My firm wants to set up its own retail
store; it strikes me that you could manage such a store for us very
well.Weare, after all, manufacturers, so we will need someone like
you to advise us. I was thinking, maybe this area is too close to
your community. If we can develop your Noida property ...?"

Prithvi was stunned. "But why? Why would Keflo want to set up
a store?" And Leena explained as simply as she could. "You know
how strong you retailers are in negotiating power at the retail
level.In the last five years we have seen how powerful retail is get-
ting. Besides, you will agree, it's a good business even for us! After
all, textile companies, shoe companies, watch companies, elec-
tronic goods companies and now even a pharma company has its
ownstore. This is just an extension of the same principle."

Prithvi laughed, "Madam, bahut difference hai, in me in aur
aapkestoremein! Bahut conflict hoga. And then what will I tell my
kiranacommunity? I mean, if you can sell cheaper to a supermar-
ket,won't your prices be even lower in the company store?"

"No," said Leena. "No matter how many company-owned
storeswe may have, we also know that we cannot match the depth
and coverage of the kirana network in India. If I were you, I would
evensee the Keflo store as favourable competition for the kiranas,
because Keflo and all FMCG companies will always remain de-
pendant on the traditional channels.

"Yes,the pricing at our store will be lower than in the kirana,
but in no way will we mete out unfair treatment to the kirana net-
work.Ifanything, our outlet will be like any other kirana we sell to,
so,to that extent, the supply-chain relationship will only improve!
Wewon't be competing, Prithvi, but if anything, complementing

your network!"
Prithvi was getting more and more interested. Equally, he was

disturbed that he was gaining interest! Would he be betraying the
kirana community by an act that would be construed as conflict?
He knew his father would agree; after all, Bapu had allowed Tarun
to plough new grounds and had himself said, 'times are changing'.
Yet he argued with Leena: "It still seems like an unfair back door
advantage that you will give consumers. Look madam, Keflo man-
ufactures 20 categories and if you take an average kirana store, at
least 10 per cent of its merchandise is made up of your goods. If a
consumer chooses, he could well buy six months' needs from
your store at one time! Won't that affect our sales?"

Uenanodded, but said: "Look Prithvi, when we finalise the
Keflo store idea, we will make sure this does not happen.
But this I can say with confidence, our intention is not to do
anything that will be to the detriment of the kirana stores.

nderstand this: even if we have 100 such stores, can it cre-
ate the penetration that the 300,000 kirana stores in lndia give us?
Then why will we axe our own feet? Arre bhai, hame bhi business
mein rehana hail"

Now Prithvi had another anxiety; as a well-informed man, he
was aware of Subhiksha's forays in Southern India. So he said:
"Wouldn't your store end up being like Subhiksha, which dis-
counts 8-10 per cent on MRP? Please understand the rozi-roti of
kiranas depends on companies like yours. Ifyou turn into compe-
tition for us, the whole kirana community will create trouble for
you. So how can I believe that Keflo can be fair to us and itself?"

Leena understood all this. She said: "I am glad you are thinking
like this. While the threat perception is high, the reality will be-
as you will see - that in fact we will only become another mem-
ber of your kirana community. As for Subhiksha, that is real com-
petition, whereas given that bulk of our business depends on ki-
ranas, our strategy will be to mutually benefit."

Uniquely, when Prithvi mentioned this proposal to his father,
Bapu was upset. Not because Prithvi was suggesting that Bapu
take over for him and run the Joy General Stores with his cousins,
but because he did see Keflo's store as direct conflict. He said:
"Arre, you were angry that Tarun was spotling the family image,
what are you doing? You will abandon the family kirana to work
for a company kiranal" he asked, completely dismayed.

"No Bapu!" said Prithvi. "That will also be our store, just as the
General Stores are, except Keflo will direct it. Also, I get part of the
sales commissions, rentals for our Noida property, plus a retainer
for managing the business. Net net, we earn a lot more."

"And what face do I show the community?" asked Bapu. "Don't
forget that what you earn will be what they lose!" _
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The art of war
¥ED PRAKASH ARfA

The author is the chief operating officer and director (operations), Pantaloon Retail (India).

There used to be two kirana stores in
my immediate vicinity, Satya Stores
and Rohan Stores. Both had been
around for over 25 years. Last week,
Satya Stores shut down and Rohan

Stores, just 500 metres down the road from
Satya, has refurbished and expanded.

I asked 'Satya' why he went out of bus i-
ness. His reply: the market is just not the
same - customers are too fussy; it is im-
possible to stock all the items they need
and match the prices at the large super-
markets. What happened?

These two stores are a microcosm of the
Indian retail environment today. Kiranas,
which have long been the mainstay of the
Indian retail scene, are threatened by or-
ganised retailers who bring with them effi-
ciencies in pricing, promotions and con-
venience. Today's young Indians demand
and receive a better experience in the large
supermarkets and hypermarkets that are
mushrooming all over the country.

Bapu has to realise that supermarkets
are here to stay and will pose a challenge
for the small players. He is right in thinking
that 20 years back, in many ways, it was
easier to do business. However, today,
given the muscle of the larger stores, FM-
CGs, too, sense the power shift. This com-
petition, coupled with the consumer's at-
traction to the large stores, will force
smaller kiranas like Prithvi'seo shape up or
ship out.

Many kiranas have also been engaged
in unethical practices like selling products
above maximum rupee price, cheating on
weights, selling expired imported prod-
ucts, etc. All this cannot thrive in the new
retail scenario.

So, is it all over for the kirana? Certainly
not! Let's look at the strength of the kirana
stores, how they have contributed to the
Indian market and how these strengths
can be leveraged.

The kirana network is so intense that
most of us have a kirana store within five
minutes of our residence. The kiranas also

operate on a low-cost model where they
pay little or no taxes on family-owned
properties, with most ofthe family work-
ing in the store itself. Their operational
strengths include a no-cost home delivery
network which caters to impulse needs at
short notice, and early opening and late
closing times which suit many families.
The supermarkets will take a long time to
match these levels of service.

The most significant strength, though,
is their roots in the community. Kiranas
have a clear understanding of their cus-
tomers' needs, wants and preferences. The
large stores will take a long time to achieve
this in spite of all the data mining tools
available to them.

Consider this. A new neighbour told me
how she went to Rohan Stores the first
time to buy utilities, like buckets, for her
new house. By looking at her list, the per-
ceptive owner was able to suggest all the
items she would need like brooms and in-
sect repellent, many of which she had for-
gotten to include. He went one step fur-
ther, providing her with telephone
numbers of plumbers, carpenters, even
suggesting good restaurants and schools

Klranas have to broaden
their horizons. They
need to take lessons
'rom the organlsed

retailers In areas like
loss-leader pricing and
creating special 'promo

zones' that showcase
new products

--

in the area. When she left with his visiting
card, Rohan Stores had built another cus-
tomer for life.

Leena is right about the kind of cate-
gorisation of consumers according to
needs. To that I would like to add another
category, which is the strength of the ki-
rana as well- 'speciality products', i.e.,
imported sauces, chocolates and fresh
snacks, all of which have highly localised
preferences.

What we will see is a clear distinction of
shopping destinations. For the planned
categories, customers are likely to visit a
hypermarket, for better prices and the ex-
perience. However, for the unplanned and
speciality categories, consumers will pre-
fer the kirana.

In fact, the low shelf-life (less than 12
hours) of fresh snacks and home-made,
health-driven products present a huge op-
portunity. The kiranas could also consoli-
date their buying of FMCGs to gain
economies and efficiencies. In certain ar-
eas, kirana buying consolidation has al-
ready begun, like in the Kutchi Traders As-
sociation.

Kiranas like Joy Stores have to broaden
their horizon, looking beyond making Rs2
or Rs 5 on individual products and instead
focus on a complete basket or package for
families. This involves moving from sin-
gle-product to multiple-product prof-
itability.

Additionally, kiranas need to take les-
sons from the organised retailers in areas
like loss-leader pricing and creating spe-
cial 'promo-zones' (however small) that
showcase new products. Bapu could also
leverage his role through lots of value-
added services like film-roll developing,
outsourced dry cleaning, bill payments for
utilities, or, like Rohan Stores, even offer-
ing services of plumbers, cooks, etc.

This business will no longer be passed
down generations. It needs a killer spirit of
survival. After all, it's only over when you
say it's over. _
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Two can co-exist
ASITAVA SEN
The author is senior manager (retail and consumer industry), PricewaterhouseCoopers

obody can stop an idea whose
time has come. The dilemma of
Bapu and his two sons has to be
seen with a better sense of history.
When a new way of doing things

comes with a fundamentally superior eco-
nomic and behavioral value proposition to
customers, it gradually takes over the old
way,and other stakeholders have no alter-
native but to accept and change accord-
ingly. Haven't mobile phones and emails
revolutionalised the way we communi-
cate? Who uses only landlines and good
old Indian post these days? How many of
us have not switched over from our
friendly tailor, who used to stitch all our
garments, to ready-made clothes?

Studying the distribution and retail
market in Great Britain in the mid-19th
century is a great example of this meta-
morphosis. Industrialisation led to fac-
tory-produced goods at a mass scale.lead-
ing to product standardisation and cost
reductions. In addition, better communi-
cation and transport systems, including
railways and chilled and refrigerated ship-
ping, brought cost of goods further down
and increased consumption dramatically.

Taking advantage of this, the co-opera-
tive movement started. It attempted to in-
sure local participation in the retail organ-
isation to promote 'honest' trading
practices such as fair weights, unadulter-
ated food and standard prices (as opposed
to haggling over prices).

Some of the core principles included
open membership, democratic control
(one man, one vote), distribution of prof-
its to members in proportion to actual
purchases, cash trade (as opposed to
credit from itinerant traders). etc.

Subsequently, as the movement gath-
ered momentum, they came together and
adopted some of the core principles of
modern trade, including backward inte-
gration to manufacturing (read private la-
bels) and direct centralised purchasing,
which provided unparalled economies of

scale through massive wholesale societies.
Of course.there were great political de-

bates around this development too. Itiner-
ant private traders formed a Traders' De-
fence Association, which manifested itself
in a number oflocal boycotts and afewun-
successful national campaigns against the
new way. But they failed due to obvious
reasons.

Similarly, modern trade is an inevitable
reality, even in India. FDI in retail will hap-
pen soon, which will further enhance
these developments. All constituents in
the supply chain better accept it and pre-
pare, rather than trying to deprive the cus-
tomers of a superior way of life by propa-
gating misconceptions and protecting
vested interests.

However, both modern trade stores and
small retailers co-existed in the UK for al-
most 100 years. Interestingly, the number
of shops per capita increased in spite of
this consolidation, which reflected the im-
pact of growing commercialisation and in-
creased living standards. Even as late as
1939, modern trade made up only 35 per
cent of total trade. In other countries
where modern trade started ahead ofIn-

The proPosition that
kitanas will die when

modern trade comes is
a myth. The two will co-

exist, at least lor the
next 30-40 years. In

lact, we should call this
competition, and not

conllict
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dia, this co-existence lasted too. It took be-
tween 9 and 12 years in Thailand, Brazil,
Poland and China for modern trade to
capture 20 per cent of the marketshare.

A study carried out in Chennai, where
modern trade in food and grocery has al-
ready captured an impressive 20 per cent
of the marketshare, throws out some as-
tounding figures. Among the small retail-
ers situated in close proximity to Food-
World and Subhiksha, not a single one has
actually closed down. The worst-scenario
loss of top line due to competition was 25
per cent, but still, the kiranas were not in
the red!

The overhead costs of kiranas are so
low, thanks to 'free' real estate (most are
extensions of houses) and 'free' labour
(they are typically managed by family
members on shifts), that their break-even
point is as low as 46 per cent. This means
that for them to actually close shop, they
have to lose 54 per cent of the topline!
With the Indian economy growing at 8
per cent annually, Prithvi and his kirana
comrades can rest assured they will
remain in business at least for the next
two generations, modern trade or no
modern trade.

The proposition that kiranas will die
when modern trade comes is, therefore, a
myth. The two will co-exist, at least for the
next 30-40 years. In fact, we should call
this competition, and not conflict. Both
will have competitive advantages. The ki-
rana will have a low cost structure, con-
venient location and customer intimacy.
Modern trade large outlets will have prod-
uct width and depth, dis-intermediation
and technology.

Like in any competitive market, the
smartest survives and the consumers win.
In fact, taking a cue from the British co-op-
eratives, what Prithvi should do is mo-
bilise his kirana brothers to form an inde-
pendent, centralised buying cartel to
match the economies of scale that mod-
ern trade has. •



-------------------------- ~---------------------
HIna country like India, where 70 per cent of the population lives in
600,000 villages and the balance is spread over 5,000 urban towns,
kiranas will continue to play an important role, says Sunder Hemrajani
to Meera Seth. Kiranas are a permanent part of our landscape.

Meera: Kirana stores inherently possess warmth, cus-
tomisation and empowerment of employees to
take one-off decisions - an extension of cus-
tomer service, and a huge challenge in retailing.
The Ritz Carlton has given its bellboys the au-
thority to spend up to $2,000 to ensure con-
sumer complaints are resolved promptly. Is this
kind of empowerment even possible in large-
format retailing?
Sunder: Certainly. All major retail formats em-
power their employees and have institutionalised
processes to deal with consumer complaints. A pizza
delivery boy is fully empowered to give a free pizza if the
service norm is not met. Marketers must ensure the brand promise
is sacrosanct. This results in a higher level of customer satisfaction
and loyalty. But, it is important that there are processes to ensure
that complaints are resolved to a customer's satisfaction and the
key performance indicators are closely monitored. In case of re-
peated complaints, root cause analyses would throw up the cause.
Apermanent solution should follow.

the members united given the competitive nature of
the trade. Every retailer big or small competes for

the same customer. The key driver of business in
kirana is the personalised service and conven-
ience, not pricing. Some elements of the mar-
keting mix- pack, pricing, promotions in the su-
permarkets are likely to be different, for
example, while the convenient, small pack may

dominate kiranas, modern trade would focus on
large bulk packs or multipacks, primarily meant

for in-home consumption.

Meera: In the US, the mom-and-pop stores have metamorphosed
into super-specialised boutiques run by individual designers of-
fering exclusive ware like Kate's Paperie. These have proved to be
hugely successful. Big-box retailers like the US based Target, based
on the Wal-Mart model (see www.target.com) realised the need to
bring in the element of design, exclusivity and aspiration, and so
have roped in fashion designer Isaac Mizrahi to lend that touch.
How do you perceive big-box retailers handling this kind of a chal-
lenge?
Sunder: Fundamentally, the supermarket delivery of product!
service has to be in line with its positioning. Wal-Mart's promise of
'everyday low price' translates into a certain mix which appeals to
its customers. To offer exclusivity and focus, supermarkets can ex-
periment with the 'shop in shop' concept - however, applicable
only to select categories which demand exclusive interface with
consumers, like high-end telecom solutions. It's important to un-
derstand how the brand interacts with the consumers in a given re-
tail format. Shopper insights are an essential element of the deci-
sion matrix.

Meera: Companies that offer greater margins to supermarkets are
seen as upsetting the relationship equation with the larger num-
ber of small retailers. With small retailers setting up their own
unions I associations and even banning some companies from
their networks, can product companies afford this approach to
wooing supermarkets? And mind you, nowhere else in the world
can one find the kind of kirana networks that we have in India. So
there is no precedent to go by.
Sunder: In a highly fragmented trade scenario, retail unions have
achieved limited success in driving the margins with companies
(for example, chemists in the 1980s). It's always a challenge to keep

Meera: At a more socialistic level, the kirana community
forms the hub of small business and entrepreneurs in India-
more home-grown than any other form of retail. Do we have an
enormous opportunity sitting there to create a world-class com-
munity feeder system (a little like the Mumbai dabbawala net-
work) by providing them with rating grades and thus elevating
their operations, or are we going to demolish it with our misplaced
enthusiasm for modern trade? Modern trade may have some rele-
vance for marketers, but can we say that for the consumers?
Sunder: In a country like India where 70 per cent of the population
lives in 600,000 villages and the balance is spread over 5,000 urban
towns, kiranas would continue to have a role. While in the metros
and mini metros, modern trade is likely to gather pace, in small
towns and rural markets, with better connectivity, the trade is
likely to move closer to the customer, leading to greater fragmenta-
tion. The retail landscape is driven by demographic changes;
growing population, urbanisation and lifestyle shifts towards con-
venience and out-of-home consumption. Both kiranas and super-
markets as alternate channels are likely to coexist. The consumer
will always have a choice.

Meera:. What are the competitive advantages that a kirana store
should look at which cannot be replicated by a supermarket? Will
soft marketing, such as personalisation and quality of service, win
against hard marketing tactics like price reductions, freebies and
bulk discounts? If not, then what would you work with to
strengthen your turf, if you owned a chain of kirana stores?
Sunder: A kirana store by and large should focus on providing cus-
tomised service, catering to buyers who seek 'convenience', not
pricing and bulk discounts. Many kiranas provide a home delivery
option to their customers - a competitive advantage, given the
greater number of nuclear families and working women. This
would deliver service to the convenience-seeking consumer and
is a big driver of satisfaction and loyalty.

Meera: For a retail business to grow faster, franchising is an option.
However, marketers are balking at handing over their brand reins
at the retail end to franchisees, fearing loss of quality processes
and standardisation. Yet, McDonalds has taken the franchisee
route and has developed outlets much faster than any other food
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retailer. How can marketers balance growth through franchising
and ensure quality and standardisation? Is there the need to re-
evaluate and re-define the franchisee model in the context ofIn-
dia? In the same breath, look at lTC's rural supermarket model. It
has actually set up supermarkets in some villages, selling every-
thing ranging from soaps to tractors. And it is not just a corporate
social responsibility position but a business model for lTC, and I
believe, they are bullish on it. The point is, companies are falling all
over themselves in a bid to target the urban consumer. Ninety per
cent ofIndia lies outside the urban! Rural areas are terrific targets,
so are the mini metros: Kochi -lots of Gulf money; Vizag, Vi-
jayawada - prosperous business areas.
Sunder: Franchising has obvious advantages in terms of speed.
Companies which have stabilised their business model have suc-
cessfully adopted this route to expand faster. Standardised
processes ensure quality and service parameters are met. Most in-
temational food brands have taken the franchise route. The chal-
lenge has been to develop the operating capability to make, sell
and deliver products through the franchise organisation. Under-
standing the local market conditions and environment also is a big
pluswith franchise operations.

The ITCinitiative in rural areas is an exciting one; the rural su-
perstore(8,000-10,000 sq. ft) is integrated with the commodity pur-
chase centre thereby exploiting an opportunity to convert cash re-
ceivedby the farmer for his produce into selling products. This is a
company managed operation with the low-end jobs being out-
sourced. This concept has tremendous potential; the challenge
would be to standardise processes and then build scale.

Meera: There was an instance where the retailers' association of
one of the busiest suburbs in Mumbai banned Cadburys from be-
ing sold at any outlets. The retailers felt that they did not lose any
consumer because there was an abundance of candy or chocolate
imports from Lindt, Toblerone, etc. to substitute for Cadburys.
Truly,are companies losing their bargaining power at the retail end
due to the combined dynamics of retailer associations or an abun-
dance of substitute products? Clearly, the retailer is in a stronger
position?
Sunder:.From the era of shortages in the 1970s to the first decade
ofthe new millennium, there has been a significant shift in the bal-
ance of power. However, the power has to be exercised judiciously.
Whileretailers have options, so do consumers. Also, the consumer
franchise built by market leaders like Cadbury cannot be ignored.
Bothneed to seek win-win propositions.
Meera: There was a time when Wal-Mart stopped stocking P&G
products till a reworking of margins was done. Don't you see simi-
lar scenes being replayed when the Foodworlds and Food Bazaars
start squeezing company margins at the negotiating table? In such
a scenario, how can marketers cover all flanks - both at super-
markets and kirana stores, or is the answer in new initiatives like
SangarnDirect, which incidentally seems to be a tremendous and
skilful way to leverage the existing kirana networks to provide
more personalised consumer service and also get valuable market
intelligence.
Sunder: Yes,there could be such scenarios - Shoppers' Stop and
Madura Garments is a recent story. However, over a period of time,
mature and logical bargaining processes minimise such occur-
rences. There is likely to be pressure on companies to cut supply
chain costs and ensure efficient sales and manufacturing
processes. Any company launching new initiatives to connect di-
rectlywith consumers would need to be clear about its core com-
petencies. It can only work if in addition to building capability, the

costs and overheads are carefully managed. Also, an adversarial
relationship with existing trade has to be avoided.

Meera:Asian Paints markets the home solutions service (HSS), its
painting service, directly. However, all leads to HSS are serviced by
the Asian Paints retailer in that area and his painter network. This
is a very remarkable example of partnering retail where a company
has included its small retailer network to drive a consumer service
through the retailer - to the benefit of the retailer! Is this path,
where marketers use their equity with consumers to service their
own network, sustainable, as much as it sounds strategic and no-
ble? The point is also that companies should be as impartial as
possible to all channel partners because partiality to a channel
only increases the bargaining power of that channel.
Sunder:The focus of the HSS is the corisumer who gets profes-
sional advice and the product, thereby increasing satisfaction. Ca-
pabilities are built or developed ill select channel partners to de-
liver the service and, hence, the selection process has to be robust
and transparent to ensure equity.

Meera: In a more holistic sense, what are companies truly doing
for their distributor or dealer network? There are privilege clubs
for the highest selling dealer group with foreign trips and freebies

attached. But these remain, at best, monetary bonuses without
any enduring returns to the companies giving it. Byholistic form of
retailer or dealer development, I mean education, income in-
crease, commitment to quality and a relationship based on trust
and positive motives. Amore enduring, long- term, dependable re-
lationship for mutual growth and benefit and not one where the
companies see themselves as 'givers' of rewards.
Sunder: In the ever-evolving distribution system, the role of the
channel partners continues to get defined by the needs of the con-
sumers it services. Progressive companies adopt a partnership ap-
proach while managing the change, thereby taking the relation-
ship from 'giver-taker' to 'partners in business'. This is especially
evident where the changes have been carried out both at the back-
end and the front end of the chain. Technology has played a major
role during this change. The benefits of such a change are shared
by all stakeholders - marketers, retailers and consumers. •
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